
Faculty of Political Science and Economics, Waseda University 

Faculty Recruitment Information  

(Any Field in Economics, Tenure-Track) 

 

The Faculty of Political Science and Economics at Waseda University invites 

applications for two tenure-track faculty positions (at the rank of associate professor) in 

economics, beginning in September 2019 or April 2020. We seek promising junior 

researchers with the potential to make significant contributions to their field.  

 

Applicants must have completed a PhD by the time of appointment. They must be able 

to teach microeconomics, macroeconomics, or econometrics in English. Proficiency in 

Japanese is not required. The appointment is for an initial period of three years, with a 

possible extension of two years after an interim review that takes place during the 

second or third year. Tenure may be granted at any time during the years on the 

tenure-track if deemed appropriate in the tenure review. 

 

Waseda University, founded in 1882, is a leading private research university located in 

central Tokyo. The Faculty of Political Science and Economics has offered 

English-based degree programs both at the undergraduate and graduate levels since 

2010. 

 

Review of applications begins on September 26, 2018. The final application deadline is 

November 21, 2018, 13:00 (JST).  

 

Application Procedure 

All applications must be submitted electronically at  

https://www.wasedapse.jp/en/fpse1/eng_input.php 

At least two reference letters must be submitted via the American Economic 

Association’s JOE website by the final application deadline:  

URL: https://www.aeaweb.org/joe/listing.php?JOE_ID=2018-02_111460407 

*We may solicit reference letters before the deadline once the application review starts.  

 

On our application website, choose “Economics (Any Field, Tenure-Track)” in the 

“Application Category.” For “References,” please provide contact information of at 

least two referees. You need to upload the following to complete your application. 

Submission of (5) is optional. 

https://www.wasedapse.jp/en/fpse1/eng_input.php
https://www.aeaweb.org/joe/listing.php?JOE_ID=2018-02_111460407


(1) Cover letter  

(2) Curriculum vitae 

(3) Research statement: upload it to “(3) Additional application material 1.” 

(4) One research paper for review (job market paper): upload it to “(3) Additional 

application material 2.” 

(5) Up to two other research papers (optional): upload each to “(3) Additional 

application material 3” and “(3) Additional application material 4.” 

 

Recruitment Process 

The recruitment process will include three stages: 1) shortlisting; 2) a campus visit, 

including a research presentation and an interview with the search committee; and 3) an 

interview with the Dean. We intend the result of the first stage review to be 

communicated to applicants by the end of December 2018. 

 

Inquiries should be made only by email to: 

Email: pse-hr-econ-tt@list.waseda.jp 

 

Institution URL: http://www.waseda.jp/fpse/pse/ 

 

Waseda University is committed to enhancing the diversity of its faculty in order to 

promote globalization and gender equality on campus. In all matters related to faculty 

recruitment and promotion, the University prohibits any form of discrimination on the 

basis of national origin, gender, religion, creed, political affiliation, or disability. 
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